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President’s Message

counter; auto film tongue adcatching on and leaving Kodak
vance; auto ISO indexing; auto and their brethren in the dust.
advance and rewind; electronic Eventually cell phone cameras
Isn’t technology marvelous?
shutter; and finally auto-focus. became very convenient with
Almost every day we’re bomAnd then the deluge:
greatly improved quality and
barded with new products for
us to buy, some wonderful and Eastman Kodak had invented killed the “point and shoot”
market. Around a dozen years
others dubious. It is especially digital photography back in
1975 but were blind-sided by
ago, digital SLR-type camera
so in our world of photography,… but it wasn’t always so. their shortsightedness and the prices dropped from $20K to
huge profits being made from under two thousand dollars for
Back in the day, a camera, a
their sale of film, print process- offerings from Canon, Nikon,
lens, or a photo accessory
ing services, and related prod- and other brands.
might have a life cycle of upucts. But the confluence of
Both medium priced and
wards of 10 years or so before
higher-ended SLR cameras
the next model with “new and computers, space, and cell
phone technology changed all have increased from the initial
improved” features was marthat. Ironically, the last feature 2 and 3 MP sensors in the early
keted.
of traditional cameras was redays to the current crop of 46
The Nikon F, a single lens
placed in the 90s with electrons MP and higher.
reflex, introduced in 1959 and
Additionally, many have a
sold until 1972, had an all met- and 1s and 0s! By the turn of
al body and cost $359.50 when the century, relatively inexpen- myriad of features such as:
sive point and shoots, with
introduced. It was backed up
their filmless feature were
[continued on page 27]
by a professional system including: a full line of lenses;
different view finders; light
Photo Notes
meters; multiple backs including motor drives; bulk film
Publisher:
Ed Lee
holders; macro filters and belEditor:
Chuck Pine
lows; speed-lites; intervalomeCommittee:
Will Aimesbury, Bill Apple, Madeleine
ters, microscope, and medical
Barbara, Elsa Blum, Ann Broder, Ruth Formanek,
items; and just about everyGladys Hopkowitz, Hedy Klein, Paul Perkus, Elena
thing else needed for any type
Pierpont, Helen Pine, Judy Rosenblatt, and Puneet Sood
of photography. (FYI: the
Contributors: Bill Apple, Sarah Corbin, Christine Doyle,
Nikon F2 was produced for 9
Ruth Formanek, Paul Grebanier, George Hansen,
years, then the F3, 21 years.)
Virginia Lawrence, Ed Lee, Sal Maci, Joe Nawy, Chuck
The single lens reflex film
Pine, and Judy Rosenblatt
camera had reached its zenith
by the 90s. At this time all the
Photo Notes is produced on a MacBook Pro
improvements and new feausing iWork Pages and Adobe Photoshop.
tures that could be crammed
All uncredited images are royalty-free clip art or otherwise
into a 35mm camera had been
believed to be in the public domain.
squeezed in. Innovations such
Credited images remain the sole property of their
as: through-the-lens metering;
copyright holders—all rights reserved.
through-the-lens flash calculating; remaining film exposures
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Chuck Pine Picnic

tary Helen Pine at 212-932-7665
or <pwccny@gmaol.com> if
The Park West Camera Club’s
you’d like to pitch in and do
annual Labor Day Picnic in
your part.
honor of our President EmeriYou may start arriving
tus, Chuck Pine, is scheduled
around 4 p.m. (Those helping
for the Sunday of the Labor
with the set-up should arrive
Day weekend, September 2nd.
starting at 3 p.m.) You may arWe will be returning to last
rive anytime after 4 if you’ve
year’s venue—high atop the
got other things to do. We’ll
Westminster apartment buildkeep the party going ‘til 8 p.m.
ing—the home of PWCC
or so. (Sunset is at 7:26 p.m.)
member, Gladys Hopkowitz.
There will be lots to do.
The Westminster is located
You can sit around and chat
on the southeast corner of 7th
with, and get to better know,
Avenue and West 20th Street.
your fellow Club members.
The address is 180 West
You may start or join in on
20th Street, in Chelsea.
a photo discussion—conThe roof affords views
sider it an off-the-cuff
of the City in all directions
workshop. You can take a
plus wide-open views of
field trip around the neighNew Jersey—great for sunborhood; maybe even take
sets. There are BBQ grills,
a few photos along the way.
seating options, and, did I
You can shoot from the
mention, the great views?
rooftop vantage points all
And, just in case of rain,
around the building.
there is an indoor party
Or, you could just lie down
Space
is
limited!
Only
35
or
room on the ground floor.
on a lounge chair and doze the
so
PWCC
members
and
their
Getting to the Westminster
afternoon away. In other
families
can
be
accommodated.
is fairly easy. The closest subwords, whatever or however
A
list
must
be
provided
for
the
way stop is the 18th Street stayou’d like to spend the afterdoorman.
Therefore,
we
request
tion on the #1 line. Also within
noon and evening, it is your
that
you
reserve
your
spot(s)
a few minutes’ walk are more
choice.
at
the
picnic
via
e-mail
to
than a half-dozen other lines.
Just remember, space is lim<pwccny@gmail.com>
This
is
A plethora of buses is also
ited! Make your reservation(s)
on
a
first
come,
first
fed
basis.
available should you prefer to
A.S.A.P.—STAT—PDQ—today.
Volunteers
are
needed
for
remain above ground.
shopping and planning, set-up,
The precise menu is still
cooking, clean-up, and more.
being worked out, but rest
Contact Corresponding Secreassured, all your popular
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favorites will be present. There
will be options for vegetarians.
There will be choices for a
wide variety of diets. And,
maybe even a few surprises to
tickle your taste buds, too.
The cost? We’ll add up
what’s been spent and divide
by the number of people
present to find our bottom line.
It’s usually in the neighborhood of $10 to $15. This includes the food, the drinks,
paper and/or plastic goods,
and anything else you might
think up.
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Future Field Trips
The Park West Camera Club
will be going on three extended field trips during the
2018-19 Club season. They are
as follows…
• Mid-Autumn
October 19th- 21st, 2018
Mystic & More
On this trip we’ll be spending the penultimate weekend
in October in Connecticut—
mostly in the Mystic area.

We’ll spend a half-day at
the world-famous Mystic
Aquarium and another halfday at the similarly famous
Mystic Seaport. Wow! What a
Saturday!

The next day, Sunday, we’ll
spend our time photographing
and riding on the Essex Steam
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Train (aka the Valley Railroad),
which includes a Riverboat
ride up the Connecticut River.
Details, including pricing,
may be found on page 7 of this
issue of Photo Notes. [Please
note, this is not scheduled on
our usual Columbus
weekend.]
• Mid-Spring
May 24th- 27th, 2019
To Be Decided
We are in the process of
planning our Memorial
weekend trip for May, 2019.
Where would you like to go?
All suggestions are welcome
and will be explored.

Here’s what we’re looking for in a place to go:
• a location with a wide
variety of photographic opportunities;
• a destination not more
than 5 hours away by car;
• the presence of reasonable lodging and affordable dining choices.
It you’ve got any suggestions, submit them using
the Club’s e-mail address
<pwccny@aol.com> Please
use ”May Field Trip” in the
subject line.
Thanks.

One More Time!
by Chuck Pine
As editor of Park West Camera
Club’s monthly newsletter
Photo Notes, I would like to
thank all of the Photo Notes
staff (the Newsletter Committee) and contributors—we’ve
done it again.
Photo Notes has again won
one of the top honors in the
Photographic Society of America’s (PSA) annual newsletter
contest. Out of 22 competing
newsletters in the ”large club
division,” clubs with over 75
members, Photo Notes finished
in 3rd place. Hooray!

In addition, Photo Notes
won awards for the Best Calendar Presentation and the
Best Presentation of Competition Scores.
We can all be proud of
Photo Notes, of Park West, and
of all the hard work and effort
that goes into producing our
prize-winning newsletter.
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Renewal Time Is Here!

Club Participation Nites

of a theme night we ask members to choose a color and then
Welcome back to another year This coming year there will be shoot images which contain
that color in a major way. This
of PWCC photography profour programs which require
grams. Your membership
member participation. Here’s a might be a way to incorporate
the Spot Color techniques from
brings with it a full complequick rundown on these fun
Expanding Visions 22 a few
ment of rights and privileges,
and educational activities:
years back. Be sure to use the
including participation in Club
November
12th—Theme
•
same color in all your images.
competitions and exhibitions.
Night:
Pick-A-Letter
This
is
a
Our Club’s fiscal year runs
new one for us! First, you
from October 1st to September
pick a letter of the alphabet,
30th. You must be a paid-up
any letter your heart desires. • April 8th—Tonight is schedmember to participate in the
Next, you go out and shoot
uled to be the make-up night if
first competition of the year on
things
that
start
with
that
letany of our competitions were
Monday, October 1st. The dues
ter.
For
example,
you
choose
canceled this past winter. But,
are $150, allocated as $75 for
‘A,”
you
shoot
an
apple;
you
if we don’t need to make anymembership and $75 for the
choose
”B.”
you
shoot
a
balthing up, tonight will be Theme
rental of our home space, the
loon;
and
so
on.
Finally,
you
Night: Pick-A-Number. You pick
Soho Photo Gallery.
bring
up
to
a
dozen
or
so
ima number, 3 let’s say, and then
If you joined in May or
ages
on
a
USB
flash
drive
to
you shoot images that depict
later last year, you know who
tonight’s
meeting.
Don’t
tell
that number in some way. Like
you are, your membership is
your
chosen
letter—it’ll
be
three ducks in a row, or three
good through September 2019.
up
to
the
rest
of
us
to
guess.
bathing beauties, or… Just
For everyone else, it’s time to
make sure all of your submisrenew. your membership
sion use the same number.
You can renew by bringing
• April 22nd—Our final para check, made out to PWCC, to
ticipation night for the year
any meeting in September and
will be Theme Night: Celebrate
handing it to Membership
Earth Day Today is Earth Day.
Chairperson Marlene SchonLet’s celebrate it by bringing in
brun or by sending your check
images of our planet. Land(made out to PWCC) to Club
scapes, wildlife, plants, etc.—
Secretary, Helen Pine, 680 West
• January 28th—Theme Night: but let’s try to keep the handEnd Avenue #5D, New York
Members Presentations Tonight, of-man out of the picture.
NY 10025.
instead of the Club choosing a Again, up to a dozen or so imOf course, if you have any
ages in the proper format.
questions about your member- theme, you make your own
ship, please contact Marlene at choice. Anything you’d like to
< marlenesch7@gmail.com > or show us. Just make sure it is a * Also for your sharing pleaconcise theme presented in 12 sure, PWCC will have two
at 212-662-3107.
or so images. Your best work,
members Portfolio Review
Renew your membership
of course!
nights this year. The scheduled
now and don’t miss out on
• February 11th—Theme Night: dates are October 22nd and
even a single moment of phoPick-A-Color In this iteration
February 25th.
tographic enjoyment!
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PWCC 2018-2019 Schedule
September
2
Chuck Pine Picnic
3
No Meeting (Labor Day)
10
No Meeting (Rosh Hashanah)
17
Welcome Back
24
Business Meeting #1
October
1
Competition #1 (Joyce Culver)
8
Workshop (Winning Images/C&H Pine)
15
Guest Speaker (G Greenstein & P Stahly)
19-21 Weekend Field Trip (Mystic & More)
22
Portfolio Review
29
Halloween Portraits and Party
November
5
Competition #2 (Sandra Carrion)
12
Theme Night (Pick-A-Letter)
19
Guest Speaker (Meryl Meisler)
26
Business Meeting #2
December
3
Competition #3 (TBA)
10
Guest Speaker (TBA)
17
Holiday Party
24
Winter Holiday
31
Winter Holiday
January
7
Competition #4 (TBA)
14
Workshop (Photoshop Ninja 2—D Atlas)
21
MLKing Day/Guest Speaker (TBA)
28
Members’ Presentations
February
4
Competition #5 (TBA)
11
Theme (Night: Pick-A-Color)
18
Guest Speaker/President’s Day (TBA)
25
Portfolio Review
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March
4
Competition #6 (TBA)
11
Workshop (Table Top & Lightbox)
18
Guest Speaker (TBA)
25
Business Meeting #3
April
1
8
15
22
29

Competition #7 (TBA)
Comp Make-Up/Theme Night (Pick-A-#)
Guest Speaker (TBA)
Theme Night: Celebrate Earth Day
Club’s Night Out

May
6
9
13
16
20
23
24-27
27
30

Competition #8 (TBA)
Expanding Visions 25
Guest Speaker (TBA)
Expanding Visions 25
Business Meeting #4
Expanding Visions 25
Weekend Field Trip (TBA)
No Meeting (Memorial Day)
Expanding Visions 25

June
3
6
10
13
17
20
24
27

Year-End Competition (TBA)
Expanding Visions 25
Otto Litzel Dinner
Expanding Visions 25
ExCom Planning Meeting
Expanding Visions 25
Summer Meeting
Expanding Visions 25

Field trips, classes, additional workshops,
and the 2018 summer schedule will be published as the information becomes available.
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Competition Rotation

Committee Liaisons

Photo Notes Deadlines

The members of the Club, at
the May business meeting,
voted to change one of the
rules regarding our monthly
competition. We will go back
to alternating the order of the
prints and PDIs in our eight
monthly competitions beginning in October 2016. Here’s
the schedule:

The Executive Committee
(ExCom) has decided to continue for this coming year
with the committee liaison
model to spread the responsibility among the entire Executive Committee.
Here’s how it’ll work:
Each of the ExCom members (the five elected officers
plus the President Emeritus)
will be assigned committees
as liaison. Each committee
chair or co-chair will report
to the ExCom through this
liaison. In this manner, it is
felt that communication will
flow much more smoothly,
in both directions, between
the committees. In addition,
any concerns raised by the
ExCom will be passed along
to the committee chairs
through the liaisons.
Here are the committee
liaison assignments for the
2015-2016 Club year:

Issue

Deadline

October 2018

October 1

November 2018

November 5

December 2018

December 3

January 2019

January 7

February 2019

February 4

March 2019

March 4

April 2019

April 1

May 2019

May 6

Summer 2019

June 3

Month
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June

First Shown
Prints
PDIs
Prints
PDIs
Prints
PDIs
Prints
PDIs
Prints

Photo Cartoon
of the Month

Competition Mike Schleiff
Field Trip
Chuck Pine
Gallery
Helen Pine
House
Christine Doyle
Membership Helen Pine
Newsletter
Chuck Pine
Program Christine Doyle
Social
Ed Lee
Website
Mike Schleiff
Workshop
Ed Lee

”I tapped the page, but
nothing happened!”
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The sooner articles and
items are submitted to Photo
Notes, the quicker the editing
and revision process can begin.
Competition scores and cumulative points are submitted as
soon after the competitions as
possible, usually one to three
days following the submission
deadline. The draft copy of
Photo Notes will be sent to the
editorial staff as soon as possible once all items are in place.
The staff will then have two to
three days to edit and return
their comments.
Once the Photo Notes issue
is complete, it is sent to the
Website Committee to be posted online. As soon as this is accomplished, an e-mail is sent
to all Club members and other
Photo Notes recipients informing them that the PWCC newsletter is now available for
downloading.
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PWCC’s Yahoo Group

PWCC Flickr Group
by Paul Grebanier

Do you have an idea to go out shooting but
don’t want to go alone? Have a question about
Photoshop, or your camera, or some technique,
but don’t have someone to ask? Know of a
great photo op or workshop that you’d like to
share with your fellow Club members? What
are you to do?
Ta Da! The Club’s Yahoo group is the answer to your questions. You can communicate
with other PWCC members about these and
more. All you have to do is sign up for the
group. It’s easy and it’s free.
All you have to do is send an e-mail to the
Club at <pwccny@aol.com>We will respond
with an e-mail from the group website, and…
you’re in.
If you have a (free) Yahoo e-mail account
you can go to the group site. There you can see
all prior e-mails, post pictures, post links to
other websites of interest, and more. If you
don’t have a Yahoo account, you can only send
and receive e-mails.

We belong!

September 2018

Did you know that there is a way for PWCC
members to share their pictures with other
members and the world? Probably not! Eight
years ago, a “Park West Camera Club” Group
was set-up on the “flickr” picture sharing and
social networking site, just for such a purpose.
Unfortunately, the idea never really caught on
at that time. The weeds of neglect and disrepair
have overgrown the site. But the structure is
still there—awaiting rehabilitation.
What a waste!

When we go on field trips and attend other
PWCC events and take pictures, how do we
easily share them? We don’t! How do we get
feedback on these images? We can’t! The Solution? Join our flickr group with many other
members, and actively add to and comment on
the images to be viewed there.
For those who are not flickr members already, you should know that the site allows
members to store and share their pics with millions of other members throughout the world–
and also with non-members. Uploading pictures and making comments is easy. Groups of
images and people that share an affinity are
also easily created and can be shared by anyone. The site is free to join. But if you really become an active member, showing over 200 pics,
full membership costs $25 a year.
To view the Park West Camera Club Group
site, go to <www.flickr.com/groups/pwcc>
To join flickr so you can add pics to the
group, and also to make and receive comments,
go to <www.flickr.com> or click on the “join
group” button shown on the Group front page.
Hope to see you there soon!
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Otto Litzel Dinner
PWCC’s Otto Litzel Memorial
Year-End Dinner was held on
June 11th this year—as usual, a
Monday evening—at Le Midi,
a restaurant in the East Village. Forty-seven PWCCers,
family members, and friends
were present. Here are some
images from the event, all
taken by Park West member
Joe Nawy.
How many of your fellow
Club members can you name?

more images on the next page
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all images ©2018 Joe Nawy
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ExCom Planning Mtg

ble venues suggested were the
by Christine Doyle Salmagundi Club, Arté UpRecording Secretary town, and the Ukrainian
National Home Restaurant.
Friday, June 22, 2018
The cost would likely be much
the same as it was for this
I.
Call to Order
year’s dinner.
Present were 2018-2019 Executive Committee members Pres- B. Scoring Software Used at
Year-End Competition
ident Ed Lee, Vice President
Michael Schleiff, Corresponding Secretary Helen Pine, Trea- There were problems with the
surer Maria Fernandez, Recor- scoring software used at the
ding Secretary Christine Doyle, year-end competition again
and President Emeritus Chuck this year. Although the proPine. Marilyn Fish-Glynn and gram is only compatible on
George Hansen also attended. PCs up to Windows 7, the
software is used by many other
II.
Old Business
camera clubs. Michael Schleiff
had fully tested it at home beA. Otto Litzel Memorial Dinner
fore it was used and again
found it to be fully functional.
Forty-seven people attended
this year’s Otto Litzel Memori- He thinks the problem is due
al Dinner. The money collected to faulty connections or a bad
USB hub. Using the scoring
($50 per person) covered the
mechanism on the Club’s webfull cost of the dinner.
site is not an option as this
Helen Pine noted that the din- mechanism has many flaws.
ner was not ‘as much about the
Club’ as she would have preMichael will buy a new hub
ferred. The other camera clubs and cables to see if that corto which she and Chuck berects the problem. In addition,
long have their year-end com- it was agreed that the software
petitions and dinners on the
would be tested by members
same night, at the same place
on a few member nights dur(the judging is done first, foling the upcoming Club year
lowed by dinner then by
to make sure it works under
awards; the judges are invited conditions similar to the yearto stay for dinner at the clubs’ end competition.
expense). She suggested the
Club find a community center C. Other Club Equipment
or other public venue that has
a private room for the next
Upgrading the Club’s laptop
year-end dinner. Other possiand projector was discussed.
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Chuck Pine said that the Club
should wait until the ad hoc
study group looking at competitions reports its findings before making any decisions on
new or upgraded equipment.
He also noted that the Club’s
equipment would work fine if
it were calibrated regularly.
In addition, Chuck suggested
that the Club consider approaching Soho Photo Gallery
to see if they would be interested in sharing a large TV
monitor that would be permanently stored, and perhaps installed, at the gallery. Such a
monitor would cost several
thousand dollars and would
also need to be calibrated on a
regular basis.
D. Discussion re: Club Competitions
A general discussion of the
Club competitions ensued. It
was agreed that print competitors should be required to
submit PDIs of their prints a
week ahead of competitions, so
that they can be projected
through the computer rather
than through a camera. Members would still be able to
make changes to their images
before final printing. The
Competition Manual may have
to be changed for this requirement to become effective.
George Hansen noted that the
version of the competition

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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manual that is posted on the
Club’s website is not the latest
version. Chuck Pine will send
a pdf of the current version to
Michael Schleiff for posting.

calendar and will be detailed
in upcoming issues of Photo
Notes and on the Club website.
With regard to member portfolio nights, it was agreed to hire
outside photographers to do
the critique; four members will
be invited to submit up to 12
images each.

By-Laws Change

A change to the Club’s ByLaws was proposed at the May
business meeting. If passed,
the change would affect Article
E. Chuck Pine Picnic
III - Competitions, Section 5 Reentry, Subsection (b) - Any
This year’s Chuck Pine Labor
print or projected digital image reDay Picnic will take place on
entered into a monthly competiSunday, September 2nd.
B. Club Committee Chairs
tion will receive 50% of the points
Gladys Hopkowitz has enas listed above in Sec. 4.
quired about reserving the
Executive Committee members
Subsection (b) would be
rooftop, as well as an indoor
will contact the chairs of the
deleted and replaced with the
space in the event of rain, in
committees for which they are following: (b) - A print or
her apartment building, startresponsible to see if they are
projected digital image may be
ing at 4pm. Helen Pine will fol- willing to stay on. Ed Lee reresubmitted no more than two (2)
low up with Gladys to confirm. ported that Tom Quackenbush times. There will be no penalty for
Ed Lee will put out a notice for will be unable to serve as
resubmissions.
volunteers for purchasing
Workshop Committee chair
This proposed By-Laws
food, drinks and supplies, and this year. The Archive Commit- change will be voted on at the
clean-up, in August.
tee will not be chaired. ChrisSeptember 24th business meettine Doyle will co-chair the
ing. If passed, this change will
F. Meeting Space at Soho Photo Website Committee with
require a corresponding
Gallery
Michael Schleiff.
change in the Club’s Competition Manual.
Soho Photo Gallery (SPG), has C. Other
renewed its lease for the space
Bird Portrait Tips
it occupies at 15 White Street
Marilyn Fish-Glynn would
through March 2019, and is
like to explore the possibility
• Shoot at eye-level.
looking to negotiate a longer
of having Soho Photo Gallery
• Start with larger birds.
term lease after that. SPG is
be a co-sponsor of our guest
• Focus on the eye.
also looking for other spaces
speaker nights. The Executive
• Simplify the background.
in the event it has to move.
Committee agreed that Mari• Head to
The cost to PWCC to rent the
lyn could discuss this with
the zoo.
gallery space remains $175 per Soho Photo to see whether
• Use the
meeting.
such an arrangement could
right gear.
benefit the Club
• Learn
III.
New Business
about the
VI.
Adjournment
birds.
A. Calendar for 2018-2019
The meeting was adjourned
Activities for the upcoming
at approximately 9:45 p.m.
year were added to the Club
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Member Portfolio
Most of us in the Club know
of our member, Sarah
Corbin’s, love of horses.
She’s been to the Camargue,
in France, to photograph
them. And, recently, she and
her husband George, just got
back from a trip to Iceland to
shoot their world-famous
horses. Here, for your enjoyment, are some of Sarah’s
images. [The one of Sarah with
the babies was shot by George.]
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All images (except as
noted in the text)
© 2018 Sarah Corbin
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PWCC Website
by Christine Doyle
●
Park West Camera Club has
a website that is interactive
and very user-friendly.
By creating an account
and signing on to the website, members will be able to
create and update their own
personal galleries and share
their work. (BTW, you can
create multiple galleries if
you like.)
The gallery template
comes with privacy settings
that you control.
We encourage members to
take advantage of this feature and to make their galleries Public so that visitors to the website can see
the great work that our
members are doing, in addition to the monthly competition winners and honors images.
All members are encouraged to join the website. The
website contains links to
videos on a variety of topics
that will help guide you
through many of these processes. Here are some detailed instructions on how to
get started:
To Create Your Account:
● Enter into your browser
the following address:
<www.parkwestcameraclub.org/default.aspx>
● On the home page, press
the Login button in the
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●

●

●

●

●

upper right hand corner
(below the PWCC logo).
On the login page, scroll
down to the bottom. You
will see a box marked
Membership Information
and Membership Request.
Press the Membership Information button.
On the next page, press
the Create a new User Account and Request Membership button.
Scroll down to the box
marked Login Name. Enter your email address as
your login name. Press
Next.
On the next page you
will be asked to create a
password and reminder
question for that password. Please do so.
On the next page you
will be asked for some
personal information.
You only need to fill in
the lines where required is
indicated.
A request will be sent to
the webmaster to approve your request. The
webmaster will approve
the request and a message will be sent back to
you that you can access
the website as a member.

To Upload Images to Your
Image Library:
● After you log in, click on
the My Account tab and
select My Image Library.
● Scroll down and press the
Upload Images button.
● Scroll down and press the
Select button. This will
open your hard drive.
● Select images to be added
from your hard drive.
(Multiple images can be
added at the same time
by pressing multiple
files.)
● Press Open in your hard
drive window. This will
begin loading your images.
● After your images are uploaded press Save Images
and Proceed to Edit Page
button.
● At the Edit Page you can
make changes to your
image titles. When done,
press Save any changes and
return to the original page.
You can now go to your
Gallery and upload your
images.
To Create a Member Gallery:
● After you log in, click on
the My Account tab and
select My Galleries.
● Scroll down to Member’s
Galleries and press the
Add New Gallery button
(on the right).
● An online form will
open. Here you can customize your gallery, by
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adding a Title or Description, or adjusting additional settings, such as—
✦ Gallery Visibility
(Private, Organization
Access or Public)
✦ Transition (set how
the images will move)
✦ Options on what to
display (Image Title,
Author, Captions,
Thumbnails, etc.)
● Press the Update Gallery
Options button to save
your settings and preferences. You can now add
images to your gallery.
● The website has a section
for images taken during
PWCC field trips (PWCC
Club Outings). Galleries
for field trip images are
created in the same way
as member galleries.
To Add Images to Your
Gallery:
● After you log in or after
uploading images to
your Image Library, open
the gallery where you
want to display them.
● Press the Edit and Upload
Images button (on the
right), then at the next
page press either Display
Recent Uploads or Display
All Images (depending on
how recently the images
were uploaded).
● When you end selecting
images for your gallery,
press the Finished Marking Desired Images button.
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● This will take you to your
gallery page, where you
can change the order of
the images by clicking
and dragging. When finished reordering, press
the Save updates to image
order button.
Here is an alternative way to
add images to your gallery:
● After you log in, open the
gallery you want to upload images to.
● Press the Edit and Upload
Images button (on the
right), at the next page,
press the Upload Images
Into This Gallery button.
● Scroll down and press
the Select button (bottom
left). Your hard drive library will open.
● Select images to be added
from your hard drive.
(Multiple images can be
added by selecting multiple files.)
● Press Open in your hard
drive window. This will
begin loading the images.
● After your images are
uploaded press the Save
Images and Proceed to Edit
Page button.
● At the Edit New Images in
Gallery page, you can review and edit the image
titles. When done, press
the Save any changes and
return to original page button.
● This will take you to your
gallery page where you

can change the order of
the images by clicking
and dragging. When
done, press Save updates
to image order button.

American Birding Expo
The American Birding Expo
is North America’s most extensive gathering of birdingrelated products, services,
companies, destinations, organizations, and photographers. That’s why it’s called
”the world of birding in one
place!” Whether you’re a
world-traveling bird chaser,
just starting out as a bird
watcher, or only interested in
photographing the birds in
your backyard, the Expo has
everything you need! Entry
to the Expo is just $10 for the
entire weekend. Come connect with the community of
birders from North America
and beyond!
It’ll be at the Greater Philadelphia Expo Center from
September 21st through the
23rd. Check out the website a
<www.americanbirdingexpo.com>
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2018’s Expanding Visions 24
was another successful year
in Chuck Pine’s series of instructional classes and field
trips. There were a total of 57
participants this year—44
Club members and 13 nonmembers (several of whom
have joined Park West). The
Club brought in $585 for the
treasury with the fees paid
by the non-members.
Here are some pix and
comments from this years
participants…

I learned several things from
EV: correct metering, experimenting with different camera modes, deciphering the
direction of light, and more.
It was so much fun!
Thank you again.
Harriet J

© Harriet Josephs

© Marlene Schonbrun

CLUB

Expanding Visions 24

© Virginia Lawrence

I really enjoyed the focus on the
camera—I rediscovered parts of it
that I forgot existed. Thanks for
all your hard work.
Ruth Y

September 2018

While this year’s Expanding Vision series wasn’t
as glamorous as some of the others we had, I
thought it was useful and productive. My only
regret was that I couldn’t or didn’t attend all of
them and I was lazy for the final project. I also
learn a lot from the review sessions and will look
forward to whatever you come up with next year.
Marlene S

Continued on next page
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© George Hansen

Learned lots! Thank you. It was a fruitful exercise
and difficult for a person who has always been a
mostly manual photographer—remember handheld light meters? I tried things I truly would
never have tried before. I've already incorporated
some of the new things I've been ”exposed” to and
some may even show up in a competition, or
three. For the past several seasons I’ve seen and
appreciated, and failed to acknowledge, all the
work you have put into these sessions, with creating the lesson plans, the printed documents, the
location of the lessons, the critiques, and (mostly)
always smiling through.
Georgie H

© Helen Pine

© Rita Russo
I think I learned too much. Now I have to
apply all that I’ve learned again. Thanks
again. You’re a good teacher! Take care.
Rita R

© Pat Garbatini
Continued on next page
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© Maria Fernandez

© Sharon Crocker

© Justine Carson
© Margaret Lee
Yes, I always learn something. Thank you again,
Chuck and Helen.
Joan S

It was wonderful. You are extraordinary.
Elaine K

© Paul Grebanier
Continued on next page

September 2018
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© Mark Kinn

© Tom Quackenbush

© Marilyn Thypin

© Ila Barnes

© Janet Susin

© Dinorah Capota
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Continued on next page
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© Jane Russo

© Michael Kelly

© Sorin Capota
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© Barry Wald

© Laura Fisher

© Ruth Yashpan
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Member Bio
by Virginia Lawrence
Ila Barnes’ interest in photography goes back to those
old days that now seem so
distant to many of us: that
time when she shot film.
And if she looks familiar to
you, there’s a reason. Ila

Barnes first became a member of PWCC back in 2008 or
2009. She recalls taking some
field trips back in 2009 or ’10
which she enjoyed. She was
not particularly happy with
the results of her photography, and lacking the time to
commit to photography, she
drifted away. She did remember what a great club
PWCC is and now that she’s
been retired from her career
in nursing, she is very happy
to have rejoined us.
In the last year or so, Ila
has enjoyed shooting landscapes, and particularly
cityscapes, and also still life
photos. She’s interested in
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improving her photo craft
and wants to see other people’s work and listen when
they talk about their interests. She loves watching
what other people shoot on
field trips and finds it fun
being part of a group. Her
camera is a Nikon DSLR and
her preferred software is
Lightroom. She wants to
work on figuring out what
equipment to get.
Ila commented that she
was different than many famous African American photographers in that they tended to be portraitists. She is
inspired by African-American photographers and she
named a few who I looked
up on the internet. There’s
Roy DeCarava, who shot
neighborhoods during the
Harlem Renaissance. She
also mentioned Gordon
Parks, who was the first
African-American staff photographer for Life magazine
back in the 1940’s. A more
recent photographer is Hank
Willis Thomas, who won the

Aperture West Book prize in
2008. Ila also mentioned
Deborah Willis, who is Chair
of the Department of Photography at the Tisch School
of the Arts at NYU.
The group, she says, is
wonderful and Park West
has a lot of special features.
She’s truly grateful to be able
to be an active participant.
She pointed out how the
Club gives a lot to its members and how generous the
members are in helping sustain the Club. Expanding Visions is a favorite of hers,
and so are the field trips.
She’s happy that due to her
membership in PWCC, she’s
not forced to figure out
everything about photography on her own. And now
that she has more time, she
feels confident that her
photography will grow and
mature with the help of the
many opportunities she has
to learn through our Club.
We welcome you back,
Ila, and are confident that
you will learn and grow
photographically.
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The Palouse
In late June/early July, Club
members, family, and friends
spent a week in the Palouse
area of Washington State and
Idaho. This area is the breadbasket of the United States. It
accounts for most of the
country’s wheat, soybean,
garbanzo beans, canola,
mustard, and many other
legumes. In fact, the Palouse
is the second largest wheatproducing area in the world
(trailing only the Ukraine).
The Palouse is a photographer’s dream-come-true.
Its rolling hills, yellow- and
green-covered fields, blue
skies, and red barns scream
out loud, ”shoot me.”
Here are some of the images shot on this extended
PWCC field trip…

©2018 Chuck Pine

©2018 Helen Pine
©2018 Ellen Dunn

Continued on next page
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©2018 Mark Kinn

©2018 Michael Schleiff

Continued on next page
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©2018 Chuck Pine

©2018 Valerie DeBiase
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©2018 Helen Pine
©2018 Ellen Dunn

©2018 Michael Schleiff
©2018 Valerie DeBiase

We had some fantastic photographic opportunities on this Club
trip. And, it was lots of fun, too.
Won’t you think about joining us
on an upcoming PWCC extended
field trip? You’ll be glad that you
came along!
©2018 Mark Kinn
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President’s Message
[continued on page 3]

Wi-Fi; GPS; HDR and other incamera processing; vibration
stabilization; high shooting
rates; “Live View;” variable
LCD screens; and various exposure and AF modes. That’s
the good news; the bad is that
they seem to come to market
every 2-3 years. “Mirrorless”
cameras, without the moving
mirror of an SLR, are looking
to unseat the DSLR as king of
the mountain. They come
medium priced as well as high
ended at $3-4K and offer an
alternative shooting experience. We should ponder
whether or not they will
drastically improve our
imaging and not drink the
photographic “Kool-Aid.”

In 2014 I purchased a full
frame Nikon D800 with a 36
MP sensor for $2995. After
210,000 exposures, it needed
repair. Due to inertia, I bought
a used, ”like new” body with
only 29,000 exposures for $850
from an eBay seller. I’ve had no
problems and it was a great
deal at 28.3% of its original
cost. And while the new D850
is probably worth the $3296
with its 46 MP sensor and a
number of other new features,

Volunteer
Dear Park West Camera Club,

Hi. Our non-profit organization, Photo Safe, is looking for
professional or really good
amateur photographers in
NYC who are willing to volunteer once or twice a year to
take pictures of children in
foster care.
We are a non-profit, 100%
volunteer organization whose
mission is to make sure foster
children enjoy the benefits of
photography. As it turns out,
foster children rarely (as in,
never) have adults in their life
who take and preserve photos
of them. If a child lives their
whole life in foster care, that
young adult will likely not
have a single childhood phoI’ll just wait awhile to see if the tograph. We are trying to fill
this gap.
upcoming Nikon mirrorless
Any chance some of your
camera is worthwhile. If I need
another camera I may just pick members would like to volunup another D800 for even less teer? There are no costs to the
volunteers—we pay for the
money.
printing and travel expenses.
Best wishes and hope you
I promise you it is a hearthad a great summer!
warming and different experience,… the little kids will jump
in front of your cameras.
Please say that you are
interested! It’s a really good
cause.

Ed

Caveat Donor!

Check out their website.
Decide for yourself if this
is an organization you
wish to support.
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Thank you,
Karen Segal
www.photosafe.org
(646) 244-3978
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Otto Litzel Remembered I responded,
by Chuck Pine for the Club,
as follows…
The Club received the following e-mail a short while back… Hello Mrs.
Smolny and
Mr. Litzel,
Dear Ladies and Gentleman,
My Name is Andrea Smolny,
born Andrea Litzel, from Germany. I found out that an Uncle
of my Father, Otto Litzel—who
emigrated from Germany to the
USA, was a member of the Park
West Camera Club. I have been in
the USA for a roundtrip last year.
Before we started my father, who
is also named Otto Litzel, told me
the story of his uncle who moved
away when he was a little boy.
The only thing he knew was
that his uncle lived in New York. I
started to research because I wanted to know something about the
life of Otto. I found the book
”Darkroom Magic” on eBay. My
Father was so surprised and
proud to read his own name on the
book cover.
I am very interested in any
Information. Can you tell me
something about him? The greatest thing for me and my father
would be a copy from a picture
made by Otto Litzel or a picture
from himself. Do you also know
something about his Family?
I am very excited and i hope
you can give us some information.
Thank you very much and
best regards from Germany,
Andrea & Otto Litzel
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My name is
Chuck Pine. I
am the president emeritus
of Park West
Camera Club.
I have been a
member of the
Club longer
than anyone
else and am
the only one
still alive (to
the best of my knowledge) who
knew Otto.
Your great uncle Otto was an
incredible photographer and
teacher. In addition to his book,
"Darkroom Magic," he also wrote
one titled, "On Photographic
Composition.”
I met Otto (and his wife,
whose name I do not recall) in the
early 1970s. He was quite old at
that time and had become totally
blind. He visited the Club several
times to give presentations of his
photographs and explanations on
how he made them in the darkroom. The images would be projected onto a screen, his wife
would tell Otto which image it
was, and then Otto would talk
about how and what he did to create each photograph. It was truly

amazing! He made the photos and
processes seem to come alive.
Otto and his wife were living
in New Jersey at this time. Making the trip into the City was
more and more difficult for them.
We lost contact with the Litzels,
except for one or two elder Club
members who would speak with
Otto by telephone once or twice a
year. Otto passed away, in the
early 1980s, I believe, but we did
not hear about his death for
several years after his passing.
I was able to find only one of
Otto's images in the Club archive.
I have attached it to this e-mail.
I hope this helps you in learning about your great uncle.
Sincerely,
Chuck
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Depth of Field
by Bill Apple
The Guggenheim,
Breasts, Esperanto!
Boy, oh boy. Make
anything of that?
Let’s unpack it.
Several weeks
ago a LinkNYC
WiFi kiosk—free
wireless!—flashed
a curious, newsy
factoid on its LCD
sides: “In 1956 over
20 artists signed an
open letter to the
rector of The Guggenheim, protesting
the museum’s
construction.”

di-

The bowl-shaped
building, on the drawing
board since the 1940s—and
created by the architects’
architect, Frank Lloyd Wright
—went up as scheduled anyway. Opening Day, October 21,
1959, showcased the city’s
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Callous disregard! Some 20 artists penned a public letter in
1956, protesting the Guggenheim’s construction. The museum’s
shape clashed with the “rectilinear frame of reference” needed for
viewing artwork, they wrote.
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latest architectural jewel, a
head-turner of a museum.
The protesting artists? Well,
they included big names like
de Kooning, Robert Motherwell, and Franz Kline. What
exactly was their beef? They
wrote, in part:
“The basic concept of
curvilinear slope for presentation of painting and sculpture
indicates a callous disregard
for the fundamental rectilinear
frame of reference necessary
for the adequate visual contemplation of works of art.”
Translation: “Slope” was
the Museum’s corkscrew, artlined ramp to the top. “Rectilinear frame” referred to picture frames, which the artists
demanded be level, parallel to
floorboards. That’s impossible
on a ramp. [See “Callous Disregard!” previous page]
Wright’s derring-do design
indeed took a rectilinear
wrecking ball to traditional
gallery architecture. Damn
those right angles and perpendiculars!
Wright’s blueprints—and
his oversized personality—carried the day, but those wounded artists had their point too.
Art is rectilinear, at least in
the West. Photographers know
that well. We look through rectangular viewfinders, compose
rectangular pictures, display
prints in rectangular frames on
rectangular walls.
If nothing else, Wright’s,
um, rounded concept aimed
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precisely to break the mold.
His museum itself was—is—a
work of art encasing others’
more nearly rectilinear artwork. Not bad.

Symmetry also enters the
picture when we seek to
balance elements inside the
frame, or play elements off
against one another: forms and
shapes and tones, left versus
•
•
•
right edges, top pitted against
bottom.
And breasts?
Faces and bodies also disRelated to rectangles is
symmetry, a concept photogra- play symmetry: eyes, ears,
arms, legs. Yet asymmetries
phers may prefer avoiding as
abound too: Roughly 10 pertoo simple-minded. Don’t be
cent of people are left-handed.
fooled. We harness symmetry
Hearts tilt left. The brain’s laneven while rejecting it.
We start with a rectangle— guage center is typically on its
left side.
a frame—then divide it into
This summer I consulted an
nine smaller rectangles, to apply our magical Rule of Thirds. oncologist—false alarm!—but
For an esthetically pleasing re- the visit focused me on cancer.
Specifically, don’t know why, I
sult, we place our subject at
one of four “nodes” within the wondered about the distributhree-by-three grid. Asymme- tion of breast cancers. Are half
found on women’s right sides,
try on purpose means that
and half on the left? No, it
symmetry must be in mind.
turns out.
Of course. [See “Thirds Rate”
below]

Thirds Rate Our Rule of Thirds exploits symmetry, perversely,
in service of asymmetry. Putting a subject at one of four “nodes”
creates interest and a pleasing composition (see text). Photo:
PhotographyMad.com.
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Cancer “favors” the left
breast five to ten percent more
than the right one. Ditto for
melanomas, more likely on the
body’s left side. File under
“Asymmetry.”

for “talk.” Ciferecaj, for “digital,” from cipher. Fotado is
“photography.”
What the hell is Esperanto?
An international language,
concocted in the late 1800s by
L.L. Zamenhof, a Polish-Jewish
•
•
•
eye doctor (with time on his
Kaj nun ni parolu iom pri ciferehands). He mashed up several
caj fotoj kaj fotado ĝenerale.
languages for a new, presumably easy language for EuroAh, the aforementioned
peans to master, use, commuEsperanto! It means: “And
nicate. Universal language
now let's talk a little about
could foster worldwide underdigital photos and photograstanding. Right.
phy generally.” (Google
Which relates to my June
translated. Did you think I
column, on Kodak’s inventing
speak Esperanto?)
the digital camera in 1978, and
Can you make out words?
how digital has forever
Parolu as in Parlez-vous français, changed everything, and not
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for the better. (Stick with me
for a punchline.)
Digital technology “democratized” photography, let anyone and everyone make picture-perfect photos, lowered
the bar. The same technology
has thrown a legion of professionals out of work and, overall, cheapened photography as
art. Photos are everywhere, respectable ones, often given
away by iPhone-wielding
young people on Instagram.
I once thought the best way
to fight this digital tyranny—is
“tyranny” too strong?—was to
return to our roots: film cameras and time-honored darkroom processes, abandoning
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megapixel mania where
possible. Which might work
for some.
We do live in an analog
world, after all. We’re analog
creatures, limbs and senses operating on analog principles.
As for art, I cannot think of any
field that is natively digital: not
music, literature, fine arts, film.
Let that sink in.
Anything that’s digital,
photography included, is digital only because it has been
transformed from its analog
source, forced into the digital
mold, converted into a digital
approximation that computers
can work with.
In photography, the digital
“translations” originate in
continuous light waves, subtly
shifting hues, smoothly
modulating tones and object
contours of essentially analog
material.
Which brings me around,
back to Esperanto.
Forcing analog into a digital mold is guaranteed to do
violence to the original. (It
couldn’t improve it, could it?)

It’s a lot like translating Tolstoy
into, say, Esperanto, a fake and
unnatural language. What if all
we had today — had Zamenhof’s worldwide Esperanto
movement really taken off —
was Tolstoy, Dickens, and
Faulkner in Esperanto translation, not the original?
For photographers let’s
reframe: What if all we had
were JPGs—projected or on
hard drives—and not fine-art
photographs, the prints themselves? What have we lost?
Digital techniques, like
HDR and focus-stacking, and
movie-making technologies
have made images possible
that once were not. [See “Eye
Poppers,” previous page]
Modern cameras and
software let us see the world
in new and different ways,
the way your first airplane
ride did. That’s valuable, a gift
bestowed upon photographers
despite digital’s drawbacks.
We really must embrace
digital as best we can. ”Uncle,”
I say.

Photoshop for iPad
When it comes to image manipulation, there’s Photoshop,
and then there’s everyone else.
Of course there are many great
image editors out there, but
let’s be real: Photoshop is a
verb now.
So the report that Adobe is
working on an iPad version of
the full Photoshop application
is really big news. It represents
a marked shift in Adobe’s
strategy: Windows PCs and
Macs get the tools, like Photoshop, to do professional
work; while phones and tablets
get watered-down “consumer”
experiences like Photoshop
Express and Photoshop Mix.
The report claims that the
new app will be demonstrated
at Adobe’s annual MAX Creative Conference in October,
with a release date aimed for
early 2019.
The big challenge for
Adobe will be to take the
pointer-driven Photoshop
interface, loaded with tiny
buttons, sliders, and icons,
and make it touch-friendly.

Save the Date
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Gallery Watching
by Ruth Formanek
and Judy Rosenblatt
To Print or not to Print?
by Judy
Because we couldn’t find any
exhibit that seemed worth
bucking the awful heat and
humidity, Ruth and I decided
to devote this column to
encouraging Club members
who don’t make prints of their
work to try doing so—and
then to bring their results to
the Club’s print workshops at
Nancy Sirkis’ studio.
I know making prints may
seem daunting to many, and
first results can be very disappointing. And with so many
opportunities to display one’s
images online, it’s easy to ask,
“Why bother?” I can only
speak for myself, but as someone of a certain age who once
had her own darkroom, I
remember the magical experience of watching an image
emerge in the developing tray,
and the satisfaction of crafting
black-and-white prints with
luminous tones that you could
hold in your hands and have
on display at all times if you
wished.
Like the final orchestral
performance, a photograph
wasn’t complete until it was a
print, the negative being
analogous to a musical score—
just a lot of scribbled notes
until you could hear the
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© Nancy Sirkis
sounds they represented. And I
guess I’ve carried over some of
that feeling, although a slide or
digital file is more than just a
simple negative.
I was as challenged as
anyone when digital printing
came along, and am still not
much of a techie. I haven’t
even mastered “soft proofing,”
which is a way of previewing
what your image will look like
printed on the paper you have
chosen to use. But learning to
use a digital printer really isn’t
rocket science. My biggest
challenge has been to correct
for each printer’s tendency to
skew toward a certain coloration, even though I’ve chosen
to let Photoshop manage the
colors. I’ve discovered that a
slight color balance adjustment
in Photoshop corrects for that
just fine. And I’ve accepted the
reality that a digital print will
never have the luminosity of a
projected image with the light

shining through from behind.
It’s a different kind of animal.
But it’s wonderful to be able to
place an image I love where I
can see it at all times, without
having to go to the computer
or wait for a chance to see it
projected. And printing an
image enables you to see it in
a different light (excuse the
pun) and often change it for
the better.
When the small group of us
(usually about seven or eight)
bring our prints to Nancy’s, it’s
not without a certain amount
of trepidation. We are exposing
our work to a former instructor
at ICP and to our fellow Club
members, who, with Nancy’s
encouragement, don’t hold
back from expressing opinions
or offering suggestions. Each
in turn, we spread our work
out on her long table and the
discussion begins. More than
just the print quality is taken
into account; we are given a
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valuable critique of our images
themselves and how they
relate to each other—especially
if a show is in the works or a
portfolio being put together.
Any questions or problems
can be addressed here, and
the humor and camaraderie
that ensue make the evening
a rich learning experience and
a treat at the same time. I hope
this little piece will encourage
some of our readers to take the
plunge and add printmaking
to their developing photographic skills.
P.S. Ruth seconds what I
wrote. The idea for this article
originates with Club member
George Hansen, a print workshop regular attendee.

One in a Trillion
A Florida man snapped an
amazing photo of an osprey
(aka a fish hawk) carrying a
shark, carrying a fish.
Doc Jon, a nature photographer, says it wasn’t until he
had the image on his computer
that he realized the ‘fish’ was
actually a shark. He later noticed that the shark was eating
a fish. He calls it his “one in a
trillion” photo.

Have you registered yet?
80th PSA Conference
Salt Lake City, Utah
Tours are filling up fast. Don't
miss out on a tour to beautiful
Red Butte Garden!
For more information and to
register on-line, click HERE.
You will not be disappointed!
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CFexpress

Mystery Man

We’re all familiar with media
cards for our cameras (and
other digital devices). The
most popular are SD (secure
digital) and CF (compact flash)
cards. Also available, but not
as widely used, are XQD cards
and memory sticks.
A relative newcomer on the
block is the CFexpress (also
referred to as CFX) card. These
CFexpress cards are faster than
all the previous cards on the
market—ten times faster than
the current SD cards that most
of us use. They also have the
potential to store more information than other media cards.
In fact, ProGrade Digital
has recently announced CFX
cards with a 1TB capacity—
that is not a misprint, it has
one terabyte of storage space—
and a speed of 1,400 MB/s.
Wow and double Wow!
Availability will be in late
2018. Prices have not yet been
determined. The only question
remaining, will your camera be
able to take advantage of these
latest media cards?

In May of 1982, Barry Gfeller (not a
typo) left his home in
Camas, Washington,
got into his car, and
began to drive.
His plan was similar to eight previous
road trips he’d already taken,
and 14 more he would embark
on in the years to come: to
photograph the streets and
buildings of towns across the
United States and Canada. For
nearly two decades, Gfeller
would periodically hit the road
to continue what became a
mammoth photographic survey. In May 1982 alone, he
photographed over 200 towns,
traveling as far north as Edmonton and as far east as Milwaukee. When Gfeller died in
1999, his collection—which he
arranged alphabetically, stored
in long wooden boxes—consisted of 50,000 prints and negatives.
”Ultimately, Gfeller drove
over 100,000 miles across 44
states and six Canadian
provinces between 1977
and 1996,” says Mike
O’Neill, a political strategist who first learned about
Gfeller in 2016. After
Gfeller died, the collection
made its way from his estate to a Canadian charity.
Sixteen years later, the charity asked O’Neill to help find a
buyer who could donate the
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Belloff’s Department Store
Adams, New York
©1990 Barry Gfeller
work to a museum. They
didn’t have to look far. Fascinated, O’Neill purchased the
collection himself in 2017. He’s
now begun to digitize the
prints, and is searching for a
long-term home for Gfeller’s
archive [This should sound
familiar to PWCC members!]
In contrast to the volume of
material he left behind, details
about Gfeller himself are
sparse. He was born in 1933
and lived his entire life in
Camas, just northeast of
Portland, Oregon, and across
the Columbia River. Hence, the
nickname, ”mystery man.”
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The Great American Idea
There is nothing so American as
our national parks. … The fundamental idea behind the parks is
that the country belongs to the
people, that it is in process of making for the enrichment of the lives
of all of us. This quote from
FDR just about sums it up.
Here are some of the most photographic ones…

Everglades National Park
Florida

Redwood National Park
California

Denali National Park
Alaska

Death Valley National Park
California

Yellowstone National Park
Wyoming, Montana, Idaho

Great Sand Dunes Natl. Park
Colorado

Great Smoky Mountains
National Park
North Carolina, Tennessee

Yosemite National Park
California

Mammoth Cave National Park
Kentucky

Hawai’i Volcanoes
National Park
Hawai’i

Bryce Canyon National Park
Utah

Grand Teton National Park
Wyoming
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Are you ready to go?
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A Back-Up Tale
by Sal Maci
Recently I encountered a situation requiring me use my
Lightroom backup. What I
learned in the process is that
the ‘backup’ window that appears upon exiting Lightroom
provides a false sense of security. I assumed all my important files would be backed up.
Alas, no! After researching and
working on this project I have
put this task to paper in the
hope that it might help you
avoid a disaster should your
computer malfunction. It is
most important to know which
Lightroom files must be
backed up. This article addresses this situation because
there’s more to backing up
Lightroom than meets the eye.
When you backup Lightroom using the Lightroom
backup function, only the catalog is backed up. The catalog
holds all the information about
your photos, including information about all the edit work
you have done on the photos
within Lightroom. However,
the catalog does not contain
your images, or previews, or
preferences, or presets, or templates, or plug-ins. In fact, even
your photos are not backed up!
Your photos ‘live’ wherever
you put them on the hard
drive. They are separate from
Lightroom. Lightroom just references or points to the location of the images.
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The files containing all this
other information are located
elsewhere on your computer.
Should your computer get
corrupted or you need to
restore your settings, restoring
your catalog will not bring
back all your hard work. So
take special note of the following important files and where
to find them.
There are basically four
chunks of files that need to be
copied in other to have your
working information replicated should you have to restore
Lightroom:
a. the Original Images/Photos;
b. Catalog,
Catalog
Backups
and Previews;
c. Presets,
Templates,
Keywords,
and Preferences;
and
d. Other information

The Original Images/Photos
Your photos are not ‘in’
Lightroom. Your original
images, sidecar (.xmp) files,
and TIF files, edited by Photoshop or other software, are
kept in folders on the computer’s hard drive. You should
know where your photos reside. By default, Lightroom
copies photos from cameras
and memory cards into the
folder specified by you. If you
are not sure where your photos
are stored, simply right-click
on the parent folder in the
Lightroom Folders panel and
select Show in Explorer (Windows)/Show in Finder (Mac)
to go to the correct folder.
It is best to keep your images together in one master
folder, rather than scattered in
folders throughout your computer. When backing up using
the backup function in Lightroom, please note that you are
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with this function. Therefore,
you must copy your image
folders to your backup drive as
a manual operation.
For example, I store all my
photos in a ‘parent’ folder labeled “Working Originals.” I
create a subfolder for each
year, and subfolders within
each year named according to
the shoot event. When I backup my photos I simply backup
the ‘parent’ folder, knowing
that all the subfolders and photo files are included. However
you organize your file system
be sure you know: where all
your photo files are located;
and how to copy those files to
your backup drive.
The Catalog, Catalog Backups,
and Previews
The files for these file groups
are stored within the same
parent folder. This folder contains (by default):
• The Lightroom Catalog
(Lightroom Catalog.lrcat)]
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•

Preview Cache (Lightroom Catalog Previews.lrdata)]
• SmartPreview cache
(Lightroom Catalog
Smart Previews.lrdata)]
• Catalog lock file (Lightroom
Catalog.lrcat.lock)]
• Catalog journal file
(Lightroom Catalog.lrcat-journal)] and
• Backups Folder (containing previous catalog
backups).
Once you locate the parent
catalog folder and check that
the above files and sub-folders
reside there, you can safely
copy this folder to your backup drive. If you changed the
name or location of your catalog and need to be reminded of
that change, go to the Edit
menu (Windows) / Lightroom
menu (Mac) and select Catalog
Settings. Under the General
tab, the name and location of
your current catalog will be
displayed. Clicking on the
‘Show’ button will open to that

location in Explorer (Windows)
/ Finder (Mac).
If you are unaware of what
the above six items are, Google
them to learn more.
Yes, there’s more to having
a complete backup of Lightroom than meets the eye! If
you’ve saved all of these files
and you ever have to restore
from your backups, you can
simply return those files back
to their correct locations,
launch Lightroom, and carry
on working as if nothing has
happened.
I hope you find this information helpful!

New Diana
Lomography is Kickstarting
the Diana Instant Square, a lofi camera that shoots Fuji Instax Square instant film and,
notes PetaPixel, is the world’s
first Instax camera to feature
interchangeable lenses and a
hot-shoe mount. The camera
is compatible with lenses already released for the Diana
F+ instant camera, including
the 110mm telephoto lens, a
75mm glass lens, a 20mm
fisheye lens, a 38mm superwide-angle lens, and a 55mm
wide-angle
lens (which
comes with
a close-up
attachment).
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PhotoShopping

Open Photoshop and, in
by Chuck Pine the Menu Bar click on the
heading Photoshop CC >
Preferences > Guides, Grid
Grids
& Slices…
What is the one rule of photographic composition that is
mentioned more than any
other? If you said, or thought,
the Rule of Thirds, slap yourself
on the back and score two extra bonus points.

A Preferences Dialog Box
will open showing 4 sections.

Many cameras nowadays
allow you to superimpose a
Rule of Thirds grid over the
image in your viewfinder. This
really helps with composition.
But, what happens when you
bring your image into your
editing software, such as
Photoshop, and start cropping
your image to make improvements? How do you know if
you’re still following the Rule
of Thirds?
Rather than eyeballing the
image, there is a more precise
way to set up Photoshop to
give you a Rule of Thirds grid
over your image. It is done by
setting up some preferences in
Photoshop before you begin
working on your photos.
Here’s how to do it…
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On the next line there are
two Entry boxes and one Drop
Down Menu.
To create a Rule of Thirds
grid, click in the Gridline
Every: box and type in 33.3.
Click in the next box to the
right and scroll down to
Percent. Finally, click in the
Subdivisions box and type
in the number 1.
You have now created a
Rule of Thirds grid. To make
it appear over your image,
type Command-‘ (that’s
Command-apostrophe) on a
Mac or Control-‘ in Windows
(Control-apostrophe).
To get rid of the grid, retype either of the
above keystrokes.

Go down to the 2nd section,
Grid.

In the Color Drop Down
Menu, select a color for the
grid lines. (I chose red.)
To the right of that is another (unnamed) Drop Down
Menu. Here you select either a
solid line or a dotted line for
the grid. (I chose a solid line.)
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Photo Shopping

Designed for the adventurous
type, the Tough TG-5 digital
by Chuck Pine
camera from Olympus is a
durable point-and-shoot with a
Latest Cameras
rugged physical construction
and apt imaging capabilities.
Do you remember when
Utilizing a 12MP 1/2.3 (that’s
there were only a handful of
sensor, along with an imless than one-half inch on it’s
camera manufacturers and
proved image processor, for
longest side) sensor, the TG-5
each of them had only a hand- fast shooting performance to
offers notable image clarity
ful of camera bodies? (Yeah, I
24 fps, high sensitivity to ISO
and low-light performance, to
know, that was still a lot of
12800, and 4K video recording.
ISO 12800, along with fast 20
hands!) What’s more, they
The sensor's design also profps continuous shooting. Baleach released new cameras
vides a 315-point hybrid AF
ancing the imaging capabilities
once every couple of years.
system for quick and accurate
is a versatile 4x optical zoom
(Those cameras were really
focusing and subject tracking
lens, which spans a 25-100mm
made to last!)
in both still and video modes.
equivalent range, and has an
But it’s different now!
[$1,200]
f/2 maxiThere are dozens of camera
mum apermanufacturers, each with
Shoot at staggering distances
ture to
dozens of models, and each
with the 125x optical zoom
benefit
coming out with newer and
COOLPIX P1000 digital camworking in
more incredible models each
era from Nikon. This camera
low-light
and every month.
has a 16MP-sensor and a builtconditions.
Here’s my list of three of
in Nikkor lens with a 35mm
Additionally, the Variable
the latest, three of the greatest, equivalent focal length range
Macro System also positions
point and shoot models that
of 24-3000mm. You can zoom
this lens for close-up shooting
will blow your mind away
with subjects just one centime(well, maybe not literally).
ter away for true macro photography. The camera is rated
Offering longer reach and imfor underwater use (up to 50’),
proved performance, the Sony
as well as tested to withstand
Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 VI is a
falls (from up to 7’) and crushpocket-sized powerhouse
ing, and is hermetically sealed
characterized by an impressive
even
further
with
the
digital
against dust and moisture for
lineup of still and video capazoom
feature
which
will
give
assured use in trying condibilities. The RX100 VI [please
you
an
equivalent
focal
length
tions. [$379]
note, Sony does not use the word
of
6000mm.
Coupled
with
‘Mark” in its names—that word
these extreme focal lengths is
appears only in Canon camera
Disclaimer
Nikon’s optical vibration renames] sports a 24-200mmI do not, nor does anyone else
equivalent Zeiss lens covering duction which provides 5 stops
in the Club, make a profit
of image stabilization and enwide-angle to telephoto focal
from the sales of these items.
sures your telephoto shots are
lengths for greater shooting
crisp. [$1,000]
Chuck
flexibility. It has a 20.1MP 1”-
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B & H Event Space

Filters For Sale

B&H Photo offers free workshops. Here are a few of the
upcoming offerings:

Hoya Super Pro 1
62mm Circular Polarizer
Current B&H price—$45.80
multicoated w/case like new
Tuesday, August 28
Planning Better Photos
Speaker: Tim Grey

Hoya Variable Neutral Density
62mm; reduce light: 1.5-9 stops
Current B&H price—$78.65
multicoated w/case like new

Monday, August 20
Post Processing
Speaker: Jason Friedman

Thursday, September 6
Travel Photography
Speaker: David H. Wells

Tuesday, August 21
Speedlight Portraits
Speaker: Jeff Rojas

Sunday, August 26
Dog Photography
Speaker: Kaylee Greer
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Friday, September 7
Photographing on 9/11
Speaker: Phil Penman
Check out the B&H website at
<www.bhphoto.com> for all
the details as well as a complete list of additional presentations, and to register for the
course(s) of your choice. Please
note, they do accept walk-ins
for events that have not
reached capacity. The B&H
Event Space is located on the
second floor of their SuperStore, at 420 9th Avenue.

Tiffen Skylight 1A
62mm multicoated
Current B&H price—$17.48

Quantaray UV Haze
62mm multicoated
Current B&H price—not listed
Get all four filters for only $50.
First come, first sold.
Contact Chuck at 212-932-7665
or <bohpin@aol.com>
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For all the details, see the Schedule of Activities on the following pages.

Where in the world?
These three images were all taken
in the same country. Can you
figure out where they were shot?
Send your responses to
<pwccny@aol.com> Please use
”Where in the world?” in the subject line of your e-mail.
Those who submit correct
answers will be announced in
next month’s issue of Photo Notes.
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For all the details, see the Schedule of Activities on the following pages.
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Schedule of Activities
The Park West Camera Club
meets every Monday night
(with some exceptions for
holidays and a curtailed
summer schedule). Please join
us at a meeting or on one of
our other scheduled activities.
All Club Monday night
meetings take place at the Soho
Photo Gallery located at 15
White Street, between West
Broadway and Church Street/
Avenue of the Americas (6th
Avenue) unless indicated otherwise in the listings below.
Following the schedule of activities are detailed directions
to each of our meeting sites.
Check the PWCC Website
<parkwestcameraclub.org>
for late-breaking details on all
meetings and other Park West
Camera Club activities.
All meetings begin at 7
p.m. sharp unless otherwise
indicated below.
An asterisk (*) preceding
the date indicates an official
PWCC activity. Other listings
include: Photo Events which
may be of interest to photographers; and Photo Ops which
offer opportunities to take photo.
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Through Monday, Sept 10
Photo Event—The Fence
The Fence is a large-scale
(7,000 feet long) traveling photography exhibition reaching
over 6 million visitors annually
through open-air exhibitions in
8 cities across North America.
Brooklyn’s Brooklyn Bridge
Park is the first stop. Since its
inception, The Fence has consistently attracted exceptional
work by talented photographers from around the world,
giving them an opportunity to
share their powerful photographic narratives with diverse
audiences. This is an exhibit
that you don’t want to miss!
(PWCC judge and presenter,
Meryl Meisler is represented in
this year’s showing.)
* Monday, August 20
Figure Study Shoot
Join PWCC and president Ed
Lee for this summer’s indoor
figure study shoot. A maternity
model is being sought for this
shoot but if one is unavailable
then a regular figure model
will pose for us. There will be
two shooting sessions, each

lasting an hour and 15 minutes. Each will be limited to no
more than twelve Club members. (This event is only open
to PWCC members.) The first
session will begin at 6:15 p.m.
and the second at 7:45 p.m. Try
to arrive 15 minutes early, be
prompt, as the sessions will
begin on time. No tripods,

© Chuck Pine
please, but monopods are
okay. Bring a strobe unit for
additional light or special effects. Your best bet is to shoot
with a wide-angle to short
telephoto zoom lens. Our
model will pose nude for us
with continuous lighting and a
plain backdrop. RSVP to Ed
Lee at <elee950021@gmail.com> with the session you
would like to attend and to receive the studio location (in
Manhattan).
Sat & Sun, August 25 & 26
Photo Op—Jazz Party
The Jazz Age Lawn Party, now
celebrating its 13th year, is the
world’s original and largest
prohibition era-inspired
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* Sunday, September 2
Chuck Pine Labor Day Picnic
Save the date!!! Our annual
social gathering to start off the
new Club season will be held

today. Details appear on page
4 of issue of Photo Notes. This
gathering. The event started in event brings us all together in
a pleasant setting to participate
2005 as a small gathering on
in our second most cherished
NYC’s Governors Island, and
has since grown into one of the pastime—eating. You must
register for this event so we
world’s most beloved events.
This historically sold out event can purchase the right amount
of food to keep everyone hapattracts thousands of time
travelers each year, who come py and satiated and still not be
together to discover the music wasteful. Space is limited.
and zeitgeist of the 1920s. Con- Sign-up will begin once the details are announced in midsistently selected by the New
York Times as one of the year’s August.
most memorable events, Jazz
Monday, September 3
Age Lawn Party offers a
Photo Ops—Parades Galore
unique, interactive opportunity to relive one of the most colToday is Labor Day. That
orful and formative epochs in
means parades. Every borough
American history. This event is
of the City, and many of the
to a photographer what Disney
surrounding towns, have
World is to a kid. The fun starts
Labor Day parades (check your
at 11 a.m. and goes on til about
local listings). But, the big
5 p.m. Tickets range from free
event of the day is the West
(for kids under 12) up to $5,000
Indian (Caribbean) Day Parade
—but you can purchase yours
and Carnival in Brooklyn.
for $35 (plus a $9.76 fee and
Many of the City’s roughly one
sales tax). Go to the website
million citizens of Caribbean
<www.jazzagelawnparty.com>
ancestry—along with thoufor more information and to
sands of neighbors, daypurchase your tickets.
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trippers, and tourists—observe
this raucous celebration of
over-the-top costumes, fiery
food, and pulsating music. If
you’d like to get in on the fun,
take the #4 train to the Utica
Avenue Station—the parade
staging area radiates from
Utica and Eastern Parkway.
You should be able to shoot in
the staging area for over an
hour and then continue shooting as the parade kicks off at
noon and then marches on
Eastern Parkway over to
Grand Army Plaza. Bring plenty of extra media cards, but go
light on the equipment (no
tripods, etc.). There’s plenty to
eat on the sidewalks and in the
restaurants. (All parade activities end at 6:00 p.m. due to
City ordinance, whether or not
they reach the final viewing
area.) Enjoy!
* Monday, September 3
No Meeting
The Club will not be meeting
tonight in recognition of the
Labor Day holiday.
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in the Samuel B. &
David Rose Building, 70
Lincoln Center Plaza
(65th Street between
Broadway and Amsterdam Avenue). The doors
open at 6 p.m. and the
meeting begins at 6:30
p.m. There is a $10 fee
for non-members of the
organization.

© Jonathan Alpeyrie
Wednesday, September 5
Photo Event—
PWP Monthly Meeting
Professional Women Photographers is a group of women
photographers who network
and share their images and
experiences. Tonight’s guest
speaker is Jonathan Alpeyrie.
Jonathan is a Paris-born photographer now residing in
New York City. He started his
career shooting for local
Chicago newspapers during
his undergraduate years at the
University of Chicago. After
graduating in 2003, he went
to the Congo to work on
various essays, which were
noticed and picked up by
Getty Images. Jonathan has
worked as a freelance for
various publications and
websites such as, Le Figaro
magazine, American Photo,
Africa International, The Traveler
UK, and various New York
City and Los Angeles newspapers. Today he is a staff photographer for Polaris Images.
The PWP meetings are held at
the Metropolitan Opera Guild,
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© Linda Sandow
Thursday, September 6
Photo Event—
Soho Photo Opening
Soho Photo Gallery’s 47th season opens tonight. The gallery
is proud to start the new season with six diverse solo
shows by gallery artists presenting a wide range of photographic art. The reception will
be held today, from 6 to 8 p.m.
The gallery is open for viewing
Wednesdays through Sundays
from 1 to 6 p.m., by appointment, and on Monday nights
at our Club meetings. For more
info on this and other exhibits,
go to <www.sohophoto.com>

Sat & Sun, Sept 8 & 9
Photo Op—
Outdoor Art Exhibit
The Washington Square Outdoor Art Exhibit is a twice-ayear happening every Memorial Day Weekend and the
weekend that follows Labor
Day. The event showcases fine
artists and craft artisans from
around the New York
metropolitan area, the
nation, and the world.
Attendees come from all
over and are a cosmopolitan mix, including art lovers, tourists,
faculty and students
from the area’s many
schools, and professionals such as interior designers. The show’s
venue is on University
Place from East 12th
Street extending south
along the east side of Washington Square Park, ending at
West 3rd Street. The southern
end of the show encompasses
Schwartz Plaza, (aka Bobkin
Lane), between NYU’s
Shimkin Hall and the Bobst
Library.
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* Monday, September 10
No Meeting
The Club will not be meeting
tonight in recognition of the
Jewish High Holy Day of Rosh
Hashanah.

sium and Show returns to New
York City for their 30th Annual
event. This year the symposium will be held at the Sheraton New York Times Square
Hotel. The events begin with
tours on Wednesday
and Thursday. Formal
events begin with the
opening reception
Thursday evening.
Friday is filled with
presentations about
19th century photography and early photographic processes

featuring Grant Romer as the
keynote speaker. Saturday
there will be a trade fair followed by an auction and a
banquet. For more info and to
register, go to their website
<www.nyphotographyfair.com>

work by more than 600 artists
in 75 photography exhibitions
and outdoor installations, providing an accessible venue for
the public to interact and experience thought-provoking photography. In addition to exhibitions in and around the freight
containers, Photoville offered
panel discussions, artist lectures, professional development seminars, hands-on
workshops, extraordinary
nighttime programming, and
an Education Day that brought
together hundreds of public
school students for a unique
photo-based field trip. 2018
will be no different and once
again will see challenging and
entertaining visual stories from
a diverse group of artists, curators and organizations. Photoville has always been open to
the public—dogs included—
free of charge, making it unlike
any other photo festival in the
world. Check it all out at
<www.photoville.com>

Thur - Sun, September 13 - 23
Photo Event—
Photoville

Thur - Sun, September 13 - 23
Photo Op—
San Gennaro Festival

In 2017, Photoville welcomed
92,000 attendees to Brooklyn
Bridge Park and presented

The 91st Annual Feast of San
Gennaro, New York City’s
longest-running, biggest, and

Tuesday, September 11
Photo Event—
NY Photo Salon
The New York Photo Salon is a
forum offering the finest photography. Its mission is to
build and maintain a community of photographers in the
City. Each monthly meeting
presents short portfolios from
three or four photographers.
The meetings are held at the
School of Visual Arts theater at
136 West 21st Street, room 418.
The doors open at 6:30 p.m.
and the presentation begins at
7 p.m. Admission is free, but
seating is limited. For more
info, google ”NY Photo Salon”
to see their Twitter, Tumblr,
and/or Instagram pages.
Wed - Wed, September 12 - 19
Photo Event—Daguerreian
Symposium
The Daguerreian Society 19th
Century Photography Sympo-
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most revered religious outdoor festival, will be held for
11 days and evenings on the
streets of historic Little Italy.
Although this is an annual
celebration of faith, the Feast
of San Gennaro is known the
world over for its festive atmosphere featuring religious
processions and colorful
parades, free musical entertainment every day, a wide
variety of ethnic foods,
charming restaurants and
cafés, and even a world-famous cannoli-eating competition! Since this event is always
crowded, don’t bother with a
tripod, but do bring plenty of
media cards and a spare battery; and if you’re planning on
being there after dark, a flash
would be helpful, as well.

* Monday, September 17
Show & Tell—Summer Photos
This is the first meeting of the
new Club season. It is also
your chance to show us what
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you did over the summer—
Club activities, shots around
the City, your personal vacation, etc. PDIs or prints are
fine. Competition rules are
not in effect (although PDIs
should be sized correctly).
Please limit your presentation to no more than five (5) This is a Club activity that all
minutes per person. Don’t
printers should check out.
miss this opportunity to share
and catch up with the rest of
us at PWCC.

Wednesday, September 26
Photo Event—Sierra Photo

* Monday, September 24
Competition Entry Deadline
Please note that PDI entries are
due by midnight tonight for
next week’s initial competition
of the 2018-2019 Club year.
* Tuesday, September 25
Print Workshop
All Club members are invited
to bring a dozen or so prints
for this Club event. Bring them
for an honest, but gentle, critique of your work. This workshop has limited space. You
must sign up in advance with
Elsa Blum at 516-621-3215 or
<elsablum1@gmail.com> to get
the time and location for this
session. The workshop leader
is photographer and ICP printing instructor, Nancy Sirkis.

The New York City Sierra
Club’s Photography Committee is holding its first meeting
of the year tonight. The program for this evening is a
members’ night—a presentation of nature, landscape, and
wildlife images by the Committee members. The meeting,
open to the general public, begins at 6:30 p.m. A $7 donation
is collected upon entry. The
NYC Sierra Club Photography
Committee meets at the Metropolitan Opera Guild, on the
6th floor of the Rose Building
at Lincoln Center. The address
is 70 Lincoln Center Plaza, located on the north side of West
65th Street, between Broadway
and Amsterdam Avenue, closer
to Amsterdam. From the street,
take the stairs, elevator, or escalator up one level and proceed through the revolving
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doors into the lobby to get the
elevator to the 6th floor.

egory. Tonight’s judge will be
Joyce Culver. Joyce is a portrait
and documentary photographer, and a college teacher (at the
School of Visual Arts and at
Nassau Community College),
living in NYC. She holds a B.S.
in Art from SUNY College at
Buffalo, the Institute delʼArte
Siena, Italy, and an MFA from
Rochester Institute of Technology. She made her professional
debut in the book and exhibition, The New Color Photography
in 1977 with her color studies
of objects in the landscape titled ”The Secret Soul of
Things.” Joyce’s photographs
are in the permanent collections of the Amon Carter Museum, the International Museum of Photography at the
George Eastman House,
MOMA, and in numerous private collections.

Sunday, October 7
Photo Op—
Blessing of the Animals

A joyous procession of God’s
creatures great and small will
flock to The Cathedral of St.
John the Divine for the 33rd
Annual Feast of St. Francis beginning at 11 a.m. Tickets are
required for the event and will
be available for free on a firstcome, first-served basis begin© Joyce Culver
ning at 9:15 a.m. at the main
entrance of the Cathedral, lo* Monday, October 1
cated at 1047 Amsterdam AvMonthly Competition
enue (at 112th Street) in ManTonight is the first competition
hattan. Inspired by St. Francis
of the new year. Who will win
of Assisi, whose life exemplithe top honors? What will the
fied harmony between humans
judge say about your images?
and nature, the day will feaTuesday, October 2
Will you agree? The only way
ture a parade and blessing of
Photo Event—
to find out the answers to these
exotic animals through the
Soho Photo Opening
probing questions is to come
world’s largest Gothic CatheA
new
photography
exhibit
at
on down and enter. Full rules
dral. Among the creatures that
Soho
Photo
Gallery
is
schedare available from the Compehave come to be blessed are
uled
to
open
tonight.
No
intition or the Membership
yaks, camels, elephants, boa
formation
is
available
at
this
Committees at any meeting.
constrictors, dogs, cats,
time.
The
reception
will
be
Remember, print entries must
macaws, and more. Guests are
held
today,
from
6
to
8
p.m.
be submitted by 6:45 p.m. so
encouraged to bring their pets
The
gallery
is
open
for
viewing
that we may get under way
to the Cathedral to be a part of
Wednesdays
through
Sundays
with the competition promptly
the celebration and to receive a
from
1
to
6
p.m.,
by
appointat 7 p.m. PDI entries must be
special blessing. An outdoor
ment,
and
on
Monday
nights
submitted by midnight one
fair where Cathedral clergy
at
our
Park
West
meetings.
week prior to today: Septemwill bless pets will be held
Check
the
Soho
Photo
website
ber 24th. Just a reminder, you
from 1:00 p.m.—4:00 p.m. to
<www.sohophoto.com>
for
may enter up to four images in
accommodate those unable to
late
breaking
details.
tonight’s competition, but no
attend the indoor service.
more than two in any one cat-
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len Pine. Between them,
they have won
dozens (if not
hundreds) of
camera club
competitions
and honors,
both here in
New York as

Monday, October 8
Photo Op—
Columbus Day Parade
The Columbus Day Parade has
been a tradition in New York
since 1929 and is a great event.
The parade honors the hard
work and sacrifices that were
made by all nationalities that
helped to build America.
Broadway performers, champion high school and college
bands, international folklore
groups, and Italian delegations
from various regions come together and contribute to the
parade with colorful costumes,
music, and floats. The parade
marches up 5th Avenue from
47th Street to 79th Street. It
kicks off at 11:30 a.m. and lasts
until 3 p.m., but you can get
the best shots by wandering
through the set-up area (5th
Avenue below 47th Street) before the parade begins.

presents short portfolios from
three or four photographers.
The meetings are held at the
School of Visual Arts theater at
136 West 21st Street, room 418.
The doors open at 6:30 p.m.
and the presentation begins at
7 p.m. Admission is free, but
seating is limited. For more
info, google ”NY Photo Salon”
to see their
Twitter,
Tumblr, and/
or Instagram
pages.

© Helen Pine
well as in Florida. Helen and
Chuck will review the components of great images using examples of their photos and
verbal explanations. This presentation has garnered praise
from all who have seen it. This
evening is one you won’t want
to miss.

Wednesday, October 10
Photo Event—
PWP Monthly Meeting

Professional Women Photographers is a group of women
photographers who network
and share their images and
experiences. Tonight’s guest
speaker has not yet been announced. Check their website
Tuesday, October 9
<www.ppwponline.org> for
Photo Event—
late-breaking details. The
* Monday, October 8
NY Photo Salon
meetings are held at the MetHow To—Winning Images
The New York Photo Salon is a ropolitan Opera Guild, in the
Tonight’s presentation, ”How
forum offering the finest phoSamuel B. & David Rose Buildto Take Winning Images,” is by tography. Their mission is to
ing, 70 Lincoln Center Plaza
PWCC President Emeritus,
build and maintain a commu- (65th Street between Broadway
Chuck Pine, and the Club’s
nity of photographers in the
and Amsterdam Avenue) The
Corresponding Secretary, HeCity. Each monthly meeting
doors open at 6:00 p.m. and the
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meeting begins at 6:30 p.m.
There is a $10 fee for nonmembers of the organization.

* Thursday, October 18
Projected Image Workshop
All Club members are
invited to bring a half
dozen or so PDIs (on a
flash drive) for an honest, but gentle, critique
of your work. These
may be finished images,
work in progress, shots
you’re thinking of entering into competitions,
whatever. We start at 7
p.m. The doors open at
6:30 p.m. so you may
enter your images.

(Please don’t arrive any
earlier.) All this will take place
at the home of Chuck and Helen Pine. See page 54 for the
address and directions.
* Fri - Sun, October 19—21
Field Trip—Mystic and More

Wednesday, October 24
Photo Event—Sierra Photo

Our bags are packed, well
almost, and we’ll be leaving on
a jet plane, well, we’ll be
driving, to shoot the fabulous
aquarium and seaport in
Mystic, CT. We’ll also take a
train ride pulled by a steam

The New York City Sierra
Club’s Photography Committee is holding its meeting
tonight. The program for this
evening is a presentation by
Erin Babnik. Erin is a full-time
adventure landscape photo-

* Monday, October 15
Guest Speakers—
George Greenstein
& Preston Stahly

September 2018

* Monday, October 22
Portfolio Review
Tonight is the first portfolio
review night of the Club’s
year. Four PWCC members
will present concise portfolios of up to a dozen images
of their work. These may be
in the form of prints or
PDIs. The purpose of this
review is to determine how
well the images hold up as
a group—not to critique individual images (although
some comments of this nature will sneak into the discussion from time to time). We
will be hiring an outside critic
(still to be confirmed) for this
portfolio review.

© Preston Stahly

Tonight’s guest photographers
are Preston Stahly and George
Greenstein. Preston is a member of the Amateur Astronomers Association of New York,
which was founded in 1927
(that makes it ten years older
than Park West!). George is an
astrophysicist/educator/
writer and the Sidney Dillon
Professor of Astronomy Emeritus at Amherst College (in
Massachusetts). Together, they
will present a program on
astrophotography—planets,
stars, galaxies, nebulae, and
more—”Oh, my!”

locomotive and a ride aboard a
river boat. For all the details,
see pages 5 and 6 in this issue
of Photo Notes.
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© Erin Babnik

Thu—Sat, October 25—27
Photo Event—
grapher, as well as an educator,
PhotoPlus Expo
writer, and speaker. She is
PDN’s PhotoPlus International
known for her adventurous
Conference + Expo is the most
approach in the field. Her dedimportant event in the photo
ication to outdoor photograindustry. Designed for pros
phy evolved out of her years
and advanced amateurs in the
working as an art historian,
photographic and imaging
photographing at archaeologiindustries, PhotoPlus Expo
cal sites and in museums for
showcases the latest advances
the purposes of teaching and
in photography. Attendees are
research. She subsequently
able to explore hundreds of
spent years producing phoexhibits and attend a wide
tographs on assignment before
variety of photography and
transitioning to her specialty of
imaging seminars. All this
wilderness photography. Erin
takes place at the Javits Center.
draws upon her background in
Attending the Expo is free,
art history in bringing a deep
but registration is required;
knowledge of aesthetics, visual
fees are charged for seminars,
communication, and cultural
workshops, special event, etc.
relevancy to her photographic
Check it out at the website
work and to her ideas about
<www.photoplusexpo.com>
the art of photography, which
for additional information and
she expresses to audiences
registration for classes, semiaround the world. The meetnars, events, and the Expo.
ing, open to the general public,
begins at 6:30 p.m. A $7 dona* Monday, October 29
tion is collected upon entry.
Halloween Portraits & Party
See the listing under SepTonight is all about the fun of
tember 26th for the meeting
Halloween. You bring a coslocation and directions to it.
tume (or a mask, or whatever)
and your camera; the Club will

September 2018

provide the
lights, the refreshments, and
the good cheer.
We’ll shoot each
other, sharing
costumes if you
like, learning
about the lighting
set-ups, posing
techniques, and
more. It’s bound to be a great
evening for everyone!

Wednesday, October 31
Photo Op—Halloween Parade
The 45th annual Village Halloween Parade will take place
tonight. Your best bet for photography is to get to the staging area between Spring and
Canal Streets on 6th Avenue/
Avenue of the Americas at 5
p.m. The C and E trains stop
right there (Spring Street station); many other trains and
busses will also get you to the
marchers as they leisurely prepare their costumes and props
and are willing to pose and
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Directions to Soho Photo

chat. When you’re shooting,
a high ISO and/or flash
will be helpful; tripods
would be quite inconvenient with all the crowds.
For information go to
<www.halloween-nyc.com>
At 7 p.m. the parade
marches up 6th Avenue/
Avenue of the Americas to
27th Street

at 15 White Street, between
Avenue of the Americas and
West Broadway. Take the #1
train to the Franklin Street station (one stop below Canal
Street). Walk one block north
on West Broadway to White
street, make a right turn, and
walk half a block to the gallery.
Take the A, C, or E train to the
Canal Street station. Walk
south on Church Street/Sixth
Avenue three blocks to White
Street, make a right turn, and
walk half a block to the gallery.
Although a longer walk, take
any other train to Canal Street,
walk west to Church Street,
and follow the directions immediately above. Street parking is limited.
PWCC members to
volunteer for all
Club committees.
This Club operates
by committee. It is
only as strong and
as exciting as the
members make it.
We have 10 active
committees which
do everything from
setting up chairs to
passing the prints,
to greeting guests.
It’s your Club—join
in and do your part!

The Twin Lens Reflex camera
(TLR) is the forerunner of the
SLR and all modern camera
designs.

September 2018

Directions to the Pine’s
at 680 West End Avenue at
93rd Street, Apartment 5D.
Take the #1, 2, or 3, trains to
96th Street (exit at the south
end of the station) or the M7,
M11, or M104 bus to 93rd/94th
Streets. From the train or bus,
walk the few steps to 93rd
Street, make a right turn and
head west to the apartment entrance on the corner of West
End Avenue and 93rd Street.
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